Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) is an invertible text transformation that permutes symbols of a text according to the lexicographical order of its suffixes. BWT is the main component of some of the most popular lossless compression methods as well as of compressed indexes, central in modern bioinformatics. The compression ratio of BWT-based compressors, such as bzip2, is quantified by the number r of maximal equal-letter runs in the BWT. This is also (up to polylog n factors, where n is the length of the text) the space used by the state-of-the-art BWT-based indexes, such as the recent r-index [Gagie et al., SODA 2018]. The output size of virtually every known compression method is known to be either within a polylog n factor from z, the size of Lempel-Ziv (LZ77) parsing of the text, or significantly larger (by a n ε factor for ε > 0). The value of r has resisted, however, all attempts and until now, no non-trivial upper bounds on r were known.
Introduction
Lossless text compression aims to exploit the redundancy in the data to represent it in a small space. Despite the abundance of compression programs, nearly every existing tool clearly falls into one of the very few general frameworks. As seen in the Large Text Compression Benchmark [24] , the three methods underlying most implementations are Lempel-Ziv (LZ) compression [33, 34] , Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [6] , and Context Mixing (CM) [25] . Despite the good compression ratio, the CM method is usually orders of magnitude slower than the other two. Thus, the preferred methods in practice are either based on LZ (or more precisely, on LZ77 [33] ) or BWT, underlying the popular gzip [13] , 7-zip [28] , and bzip2 [31] programs, for example. Outside of data compression, both LZ77 and BWT are common algorithmic tools, in particular, in compressed indexing which aims to store a string in compressed form simultaneously supporting various queries (such as random access, pattern matching, or even suffix array queries) on the uncompressed data. This area has witnessed a surge of interest in recent years [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 19, 27, 30] .
The central role of LZ77 and BWT is also motivated theoretically. With the exception of BWT, essentially every other known compression method has been proven [11, 21] to produce output whose size is within a polylog n factor from z, the output size of LZ77 algorithm (e.g., grammar compression [7] , collage systems [22] , or macro schemes [32] ), or larger by polynomial (n ε for some ε > 0) factor (e.g., LZ78 [34] , compressed acyclic word graphs (CDAWGs) [5] ). 1 Given the central position of LZ77 and BWT both in data compression and compressed computation, one of the major open problems that emerged asks:
Which of these two fundamental paradigms yields stronger compression?
Recent efforts managed to solve the problem partially, by proving the relation z = O(r log n) [11] . A similar bound in the opposite direction was generally conjectured to be false. After describing how to support suffix array and suffix tree queries in [10] , Gagie et al. speculate that "(...) it seems unlikely that one can provide suffix array or tree functionality within space related to g, z, or γ, since these measures are not related to the structure of the suffix array: this is likely to be a specific advantage of measure r".
Our Contribution. In this paper, we prove that r = O(z log 2 n) holds for all strings, resolving (in the way more surprising than anticipated) an open problem posted by Prezza [29] and Gagie at al. [10, 11] . Our result has a number of implications for indexing and data compression:
1. It is possible to support suffix array and suffix tree functionality in O(z polylog n) space. 2. It implies the first non-trivial relation between the number of BWT runs r in the string and its reverse (denotedr):r = O(r log 2 n). This result is achieved by a slight modification of our original proof to actually achieve r = O(δ log 2 n), where δ ≤ z is a symmetric (insensitive to string reversal) repetitiveness measure recently introduced in [23]. 3. It was shown in [19] that a large collection of the fundamental string processing tasks (including BWT and LZ77 construction) can be solved in O(n/ log σ n + r polylog n) time (where σ is the alphabet size). In other words, if the text is sufficiently compressible (formally, when n/r = Ω(polylog n)) by BWT, these tasks can be solved in optimal time (which, as shown in [20] , is unlikely to be possible for general texts). Our result implies that all these tasks can be solved optimally even when n/z = Ω(polylog n).
Preliminaries
We consider throughout a string (text) T [1 .
. n] of n ≥ 1 symbols from an alphabet Σ of size σ. We assume T [n] = $, where $ ∈ Σ is lexicographically smaller than any symbol in Σ.
. j] to be the string of length 0. By S we denote the reverse of a string S. The suffix array [26, 15] of T is an array SA[1 .
. n] containing a permutation of the integers
otherwise. By r we denote the number of runs, i.e., maximal same-character blocks, in BWT. We can efficiently represent this transform as the list of pairs λ i , c i r i=1 , where λ i > 0 is the starting position of the ith run and c i ∈ Σ.
Let LCE(j 1 , j 2 ) denote the length of the longest common prefix of the suffixes [16] ). The sum of all irreducible LCP values is at most n log r.
The LZ77 factorization [33] uses the notion of the longest previous factors (LPF). The LPF at position i (denoted LPF
. n] which also occurs at some position p i < i in T . If T [i] is the leftmost occurrence of a symbol in T , then such a pair does not exist. In this case, we define p i = T [i] and ℓ i = 0. Note that there may be more than one possibility for p i , and we do not care which one is used.
The LZ77 factorization (or LZ77 parsing) of a string T is then just a greedy, left-to-right parsing of T into longest previous factors. More precisely, if the j th LZ factor (called phrase) in the parsing is to start at position i, then we output (p i , ℓ i ) (to represent the j th phrase), and then the (j + 1) th phrase starts at position i + ℓ i , unless ℓ i = 0, in which case the next phrase starts at position i + 1. For the example string T = zzzzzipzip, the LZ77 factorization produces:
(z, 0), (1, 4) , (i, 0), (p, 0), (5, 3) .
We denote the number of phrases in the LZ77 parsing of T by z. The following relation between z and r is known.
Theorem 2.2 (Gagie et al. [11] ). Every string of length n satisfies z = O(r log n).
Upper Bound

Basic Upper Bound
To illustrate the main idea of our proof technique, we first show the upper bound in its simplest form r = O(z log 2 n). The idea of the proof is as follows. With each irreducible LCP value k ∈ (0 . . ℓ), we associate cost k which is charged to the characters of strings in S 2ℓ . We then show that each of the strings in S 2ℓ is charged at most 2 log n times. The claim follows, since the sum of irreducible LCP values smaller than ℓ equals the total cost, which is bounded by 2|S 2ℓ | log n ≤ 4ℓz log n.
To devise the announced assignment of cost to the symbols of strings in S 2ℓ , consider the trie T of all reversed substrings of S ℓ . Let LCP[i] ∈ (0 . . ℓ) be an irreducible LCP value and note that i > 1 due to LCP[i] > 0. Let j 0 = SA[i − 1] and j 1 = SA[i] so that k := LCP[i] = LCE(j 0 , j 1 ). 
Observe that at most log n positions of each S ∈ S 2ℓ can be charged during the above procedure, since whenever a symbol S[j], j ∈ [3 . . ℓ + 1], of S is charged, the subtree of T rooted at v S[j. .ℓ] is at least twice as large as the subtree rooted at v S[j−1. .ℓ] , and this can happen for at most log |S ℓ | ≤ log n positions j.
It Proof. Since the value of δ is the same for the text and its reverse, we obtain r,r = O(δ log 2 n). Combining [21, Theorem 3.9] and [23, Lemma 2] gives δ ≤ r. Consequently, we obtain the claim r = O(δ log 2 n) = O(r log 2 n).
Concluding Remarks
This paper presents our result in the most basic variant. In an extended version, we will slightly improve Theorem 3.3: we will show that r = O(δ log δ max(1, log n δ log δ )) holds for all strings and provide a matching lower bound.
